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CONTEMPORARY 

MUSIC CONCERT 

featuring works 

by guest composers 

ROBERT COGAN 
and 

POZZI ESCOT 

and works by 

HILDEGARD VON BINGEN 

THIERRY DE MEY 
and 

JOHN HARBISON 

Wednesday, February 16, 2000 

8:00 p.m. 

Lillian H Duncan Recital Hall 

RICE UNIVERSITY 



PROGRAM 

O Quam Mirabilis, Antiphon Hildegard van Bingen 
(1098-1179) 

Joan Heller, soprano 
Patrice Pastore, soprano 

Visione87 (for solo voice 
and electronic tape) (1987) 

Patrice Pastore, soprano 

Fierce Singleness (for solo clarinet) (1988) 

Stephanie Key, clarinet 

Polyutterances (for two solo voices) (1977) 

Joan Heller, soprano 
Patrice Pastore, soprano 

INTERMISSION 

Musique de Tables (1987) 

John Andress, percussion 
Adam Green, percussion 

Trent Petrunia, percussion 

Pluies (for solo clarinet 
and electronic tape) (1981) 

Stephanie Key, clarinet 

Variations for Violin, 
Clarinet, and Piano (1987) 

(15 variations and a finale) 

Kenneth Goldsmith, violin 
Michael Webster, clarinet 

Brian Connelly, piano 

Jubilation (for string quartet) (1991) 
(four movements) 

The Gotham String Quartet 

arr. Robert Cogan 

Pozzi Escot 
(b.1933) 

Robert Cogan 
(b.1930) 

Robert Cogan 

Thierry de Mey 

Pozzi Escot 

John Harbison 
(b.1938) 

Pozzi Escot 

Quan Jiang, violin 
Lun Jiang, violin 

Sheila Browne, viola 
Cheng-Hou Lee, cello 
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PROGRAM NOTES 

O Quam Mirabilis, Antiphon . Hildegard von Bingen 

arr. Robert Cogan 

In 1146 Odo of Paris wrote to the abbess, poet, artist, composer, and the
ological and scientific writer Hildegard, "It is said that much is revealed to 
you, that you bring forth great writings, and discover new manners of song." 
Hildegard's text for this late antiphon is, in English translation: "O how mar
velous is the prescience of the divine heart, which foresaw all creation. For 
when God looked on the face of the man whom he formed, all His works in 
that same human form He saw whole. 0 how marvelous is this inspiration 
which thus sustains humanity." 

Visione87 (for solo voice and electronic tape) Pozzi Escot 

Like Pozzi Escot's other similar works,Interral (1980) and Pluies (1981), 
Visione87 combines live performance and pre-recorded electronic tape. 
Mirabilis I (1990) completes this group. These four works have common 
structures. Music critics Daniel Webster and Tom Purdom of Philadelphia 
write of Interra I that "the complex series of keyboard events, however mys
terious, is immediately appealing, pulsing with the beauty of mathematics." 
Visione87 was commissioned by New York soprano Kristin Samuelson and 
premiered at a Brooklyn College Festival. It has been performed by soprano 
Maria Tegzes at Town Hall, at the Dia Foundation in New York, and at the 
Switzerland and Edinburgh Festivals. The pre-recorded electronic tape was 
realized at the Tri-College Electronic Studio of Holy Cross College by the 
Canadian pianist John Felice. 

F ierce S ingleness (for solo clarinet) . . Robert Cogan 

This work is an open-ended folio for solo clarinet, its score a musical 
source-book never to be completed. It was commissioned by the new music 
concert series, The Enchanted Circle, at the New England Conservatory 
and given its world premiere there by Stephanie Key. The instrumentalist 
makes choices to shape the work at every level from its large form to its 
most intimate details. Embedded in it are the following credo-like lines from 
a novelette: January by William Carlos Williams: "You willing by an origin
al force of understanding which by its fierce singleness liberates on a fresh 
plane to perform in a new way that will include the world." Among its many 
performances are those at the Montanea Festival in Switzerland and at the 
Gubbio Festival in Italy, where acclaimed solo clarinetist Esther Lamneck 
was featured. Ms. Lamneck recorded it for a Music & Arts compact disc, 
"Events Dancing." The French critic of Le Monde, Gerard Conde, has writ
ten, "It is Fierce Singleness which astounded the most: it is so rare to hear 
a clarinet solo as fine as this, which sings so lively and captures the listener 
in this way." 

Poly utterances (for two solo voices) . Robert Cogan 

Composer Robert Cogan writes: "We live at the vortex of changing, un
expected personal, historical, and global messages from near and far, trying 



to make meaningful contact with them; from everywhere and everyone to any
where and anyone. Utterances, an open-ended folio for voice whose evolu
tion began in 1977, seeks to evoke this experience. It can be performed by 
a solo voice or by superimposed voices, pre-recorded or live. This latter form 
is called Polyutterances. These works were composed for Joan Heller, who 
has performed them throughout the world. She and Patrice Pastore have 
given the only performances of Polyutterances by two live voices. In every 
performance the folios take on features of a collage, mobile, or improvisa
tion, every performance substantially different. For this performance, texts 
have been chosen that especially reflect America, its voices and writers: 
William Bronk, Margaret Fuller, Charles Olson, C.S. Peirce, Wallace Stevens, 
Henry David Thoreau, William Carlos Williams, and others." Performance 
reviews include "Thrilling musical and philosophical drama" (Moscow). 
"A fast delirious duet, a vocal tour de force, amazing ... " (Chicago). 

Musique de Tables . Thierry de Mey 

Composer Thierry de Mey writes: "Musique de Table (Table Music) is 
for three percussionists, each using a small table as their only instrument. 
The variety of sounds are produced by different ways of striking the table 
with the hands. Each is given a name and a symbol, which are listed in the 
score. The three musicians are seated in a line at equal distance from the 
other and facing the audience. On the score they are named after their po
sition: jardin (at the right when facing the audience), milieu (middle), and 
cour (to the left when facing the audience). Musique de Table is to be inter
preted with subtlety and expression while giving particular care to the visual 
and choreographic aspect. The score is read like piano music: double stave. 
The upper staff is for the right hand; the lower staff is for the left hand." 

Pluies (for solo clarinet and electronic tape) . . Pozzi Escot 

The work was commissioned by William Malone of Ohio State Univer
sity and premiered at the University of Maryland Festival of Contemporary 
Music. It has received numerous performances at festivals in the US. and 
Europe. In reference to this work, the composer has recently written, "The 
word 'pluies' is French for 'rains,' and it comes from a poem by Mallarme 
that my sister had for years on her desk when I was a kid. I composed this 
work for her. Dr. Ines Pozzi-Escot (a distinguished linguist) died December 
22, 1997." Otto Laske's review characterized Pluies as "stark and interest
ing structural features, something medieval and cubistic simultaneously." 

Variations for Violin, Clarinet, and Piano . . John Harbison 

The Variations for Violin, Clarinet, and Piano were commissioned by 
Frank Taplin and written for Rose Mary Harbison and David Satz, and for 
Ursula Oppens, who gave the first performance at the Santa Fe Chamber 
Music Festival. The same performers have recorded the piece for North
eastern Records (compact disc only). 

Composer John Harbison writes: "The first inspiration for the piece was 
a statue of the Caananite fertility goddess dancing. I began a dance set: 

Sp;ru Dance, Body Dance, Soul Dance, and Dm;sh-Anale. Then;, tumed I 



into variations, with the same four section-divisions. The first three sections 
consist of five variations each, and the last is a fugal chase leading to an 
epilogue. 

"The theme is presented in canon, against itself, and is called Variation I. 
There are five more canons later on, each at a different time interval. The 
listener will perceive a clear harmonic outline, which gains inflexibility as 
the piece continues. 

"The Variations have been often performed and prove elusive and chal
lenging. Their classical surface has sometimes lured both performers and 
listeners into believing they are secure!" 

Jubilation (for string quartet) . . Pozzi Escot 

Jubilation is Escot's fifth string quartet. In four movements, it was com
missioned to celebrate the 125th anniversary of the New England Conserva
tory. It received its American premiere during festival week at the conserva
tory, March 5, 1992; its European premiere took place in Bern, Switzerland, 
on July 6, 1992. Theodore Strongin's comment in The New York Times on the 
American premiere of Escot's fourth string quartet at the Library of Con
gress applies as well to the new work: "With extreme care in placing every 
fraction of a sound, a musical setting was created that enhanced and ampli
fied its imagery, and created immense excitement." 

BIOGRAPHIES OF GUESTS 

ROBERT COGAN is one of America's leading composer-theorists. For 
more than three decades he has been Chair of Graduate Theoretical Studies 
and Professor of Composition at the New England Conservatory. He is au
thor of the prize-winning books Sonic Design (with Pozzi Escot), New Images 
o(Musical Sound (Harvard University Press), Music Seen. Music Heard. and 
The Sounds of Song. which have pioneered new regions of global music theory 
and sonic research. He has taught and lectured. and his works have been per
formed throughout Europe, Asia, and U.S. "Monumental, raw power, tremen
dous variety, very personal and original" - The New York Times. "Master
pieces still continue to come ... each generation gets only a few such works, 
Cogan's Utterances is one"-John Shrejjler, Sonus. His works are recorded 
by Golden Crest, Delos, Leo Records, Music & Arts Programs of America, 
Neuma, and Spectrum. Recipient of numerous honors and awards from the 
Ford, Guggenheim, Kosciuszko, Morse, Reemstra, and Rockefeller Founda
tions, as well as from IBM Research, he was recently selected a Woodrow 
Wilson National Foundation Visiting Fellow. 

POZZI ESCOT was chosen as one of the five leading women composers 
of the twentieth century (with Bacewicz, Boulanger, and Crawford) in 1975 
when her Fifth Symphony Sands ... was performed by the New York Philhar
monic Orchestra. Distinguished critics have reviewed her music: "A formi
dable mathematical construction where the resulting sound expresses power
ful excitement" -Andrew Porter, The New Yorker; "Escot's Fifth Symphony 
is a fascinating study in textural contrast and interplay" -Joseph McLellan, 
The Washington Post, "Immense excitement was created with Escot's Three 



Poems of Rilke" - Theodore Strongin, The New York Times; "American com

poser Escot's Piano Concerto perfectly fits in the vision of another great 

American, Charles Ives, the discoverer" - Jean-Etienne Marie, Musique Ac
tuelles Nice; "Escot's Interra II pulses with the beauty and excitement of 

mathematics" -Tom Purdom, The Philadelphia Welcomat. In recent years her 

works have been performed at Carnegie Recital Hall by the Atlantic String 

Quartet, in Rome by the Oktoechos Ensemble, in Paris by members of the En

semble Intercontemporain, in Russia by the St. Petersburg Chamber Players, 

in Germany at the Cologne Cathedral during the Sunday High Noon Mass, 

and in Boston by the New England Conservatory Chamber Singers, Tamara 

Brooks, conductor. She is noted for her work on the mathematics of music, 

and lectures and publishes extensively. She is the editor-in-chief of the ac

claimed music journal Sonus, and she is President of the International Soci

ety of Hildegard van Bingen Studies. A professor at Wheaton College (Mass

achusetts) and the New England Conservatory Graduate School, she is the 
recipient of numerous honors. Pozzi Esco! is currently a Woodrow Wilson 

National Foundation Visiting Fellow. Her works are recorded by Spectrum, 
Delos, Leo Records, Neuma, and Music & Arts Program of America. 

JOAN HELLER has sung as soloist under such conductors as Seiji Ozawa, 

Michael Tilson Thomas, and Arthur Weisberg, and has recorded for CR!, Gol
den Crest, RCA, UNI-Pro, Spectrum, Neuma, and Music & Arts. She current

ly heads the Voice Department at Southern Methodist University and is the 
singer with Tufts University International Talloires Composers Conference 

Chamber Ensemble. "Heller exhibits abilities which are not of this Earth" -
Fanfare). "There is no such performer of contemporary music in our country, 

imbuing each sound with significance and emotion" - Journal of Musical Life 
(Moscow). 

PATRICE PASTORE, an outstanding performer of art song and contem
porary music, is Professor of Voice and Diction at Ithaca College. She has 

sung in Italy, Switzerland, and throughout the United States, including at the 
Tanglewood and Grandin Festivals, the International Institute for the Vocal 

Arts, the Sessione Senese per Musica et !'Arte-Siena, and the Opera Theater 
of Lucca,Italy. 

STEP HAN IE KEY was the 1990 winner of the First Enchanted Circle 

Competition at the New England Conservatory, where she gave the world 
premiere of Robert Cogan's solo work for clarinet, Fierce Singleness, in 

Jordan Hall, Boston. She is the founder and director of the Soli Chamber En
semble of San Antonio, Texas, where she resides, and is an instructor at the 

University of Texas at San Antonio. She has recorded John Cage's Sonata 
for Clarinet under the composer's supervision for CR! records. 
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